MAY 2020 JICC FILM NEWSLETTER

The JICC: Japan Information & Culture Center, Embassy of Japan is pleased
to present another collection of films accessible online as part of our limited JICC
Retrospective series. During the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic, we will share a
list of films from our archive every few weeks so you can enjoy them at home.
Although our regular programming is postponed for the time being, we want to
support your interest in Japanese culture through online and virtual resources as
much as possible. We hope to see you all again soon!

Please stay safe and thank you for watching!

Please note: The images below belong to their respective copyright owners unless otherwise stated.
Links to each streaming service were compiled and collected for our viewers and guests to access
based on their streaming preferences.

J-FILM SERIES

Click on each image to find out where to stream it!

The Hidden Fortress (1958) - Amazon (Rental)
JICC Screening: March 2018
A general and a princess must dodge enemy clans while smuggling the royal
treasure out of hostile territory with two bumbling, conniving peasants at their
sides; it's a spirited adventure that only Akira Kurosawa could create.

Yojimbo (1961) - on Amazon (Rental)
JICC Screening: Sept 2010
Japan's definitive leading man, Mifune Toshiro, wields a wit both sharper and
deadlier than his sword in this action‐packed, highly comedic classic by the
master filmmaker, Kurosawa Akira.

Key of Life (2008) - on Amazon
JICC Screening: June 2015
A case of stolen identity and one determined bride-to-be intersect in this
comedic escapade from famed Japanese filmmaker Uchida Kenji.

After the Storm (2016) - on Tubi
JICC Screening: July 2018
A struggling writer in Japan makes matters of the heart a priority by reuniting
with his mother, ex-wife, and son during a catastrophic typhoon. Directed by
the award-winning and highly acclaimed Kore-eda Hirokazu.

Sweet Bean (2017) - on Vudu (Rental)
JICC Screening: Nov 2017
Kawase Naomi's gentle study of life, loss, and confectionery is easily the
Japanese auteur's most accessible work to date.

ANIMEZING! SERIES

The films marked with this sakura symbol are rated PG.

Lupin III: The Castle of Cagliostro (1979) - on Netflix
JICC Screening: July 2009
Directorial debut of award winning anime filmmaker Miyazaki Hayao, founder
of Studio Ghibli. Lupin, his sidekick Jigen and the samurai warrior Goemon
set out to take over an evil counterfeit operation at Count Cagliostro's fortress.

Akira (1988) - on Hulu
JICC Screening: Aug 2019
Clandestine army activities threaten the war torn city of Neo-Tokyo when a
mysterious child with powerful psychic abilities escapes his prison. The
director of Akira will also be releasing his other works for free in Japanese!

The Red Turtle (2016) - on Vudu (Rental)
JICC Screening: April 2018
Marking the much-anticipated return of Studio Ghibli, this masterfully
animated fantasy film tells the story of a man shipwrecked at sea who
becomes stranded on a beautiful but desolate island.

Fireworks (2017) - on Netflix
JICC Screening: Jan 2019
Producer Kawamura Genki follows up his mega-hit Your Name with another
tale of star-crossed teenage lovers with a sci-fi fantasy twist.

Mirai (2018) - on Amazon (Rental)
JICC Screening: Dec 2019
When four-year-old Kun encounters his new baby sister, Mirai, as a teenager
from the future, they go on a journey through time, uncovering their family's
incredible story.
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